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sunil shetty (left) & anupam kher as the advisors of the new dc nisheeth kumar. suniel shetty is a stylish actor who gives a distinct look to this film. his performance gives it an edge. the first half is classic asshu, with the storyline strong, the
characters interesting, the twists and turns intriguing. the second half is exactly what you expect - the expansion of the story and the city wide operation of the gangsters. he uses the breaks and the entrances sparingly and rambles on

unnecessarily. this is one film where there is no need to watch out for the twist to be revealed at the end. you know from the beginning what is going to happen. and i am not writing this as a dig at this film, the storyline is just that good. when
nisheeth's and saryu's stand off culminates in a melodramatic battle, and nisheeth is warded off, and saryu bhan singh is captured by a heartless police official, the drama of the plot begins. to cap things, a paltry yet dark part is played by

nisheeth, who, in the absence of his father, the winchman, vies for the sword of nandu. this is where you start remembering his previous experience in baabarr. yet, notwithstanding, nisheeth is instantly awesome to watch. he's so enthralling
that it's almost impossible to stop yourself from watching. his undeniable charm does his watchfulness a great deal of justice. another thing that may be missing in this case is a better storyline. the story in the movie makes good reading, as it is
psychologically based, but the story is so murky and full of exposition that you feel like you are reading a book, not an action movie, and that's no good. consequently, there is not much point in giving away the plot. however, when you realize

what the point of the film is, it remains the most fascinating anti-hero in recent times.
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koyelaanchal exposes the unstable story of the individuals who have kept our valuable fuel station at emancipate for quite a long time. it divulges itself through saryu bhan singh, an ex-proprietor turned mafioso of the area, who through his
sheer fierceness and conspicuous rebellion of tradition that must be adhered to, powers the individuals and the specialists to recognize him as their maalik. any dissent, any voice of contradiction against him is managed spine chilling savagery.
be that as it may, things take a turn when an unsettled official comes around and fights against the top dog and friends. koyelaanchal highlights the atrocities committed by saryubhan singh (vinod khanna), referred to as 'maalik' in the region.
the only language he knows and understands is, my way or the highway. things take a turn when an honest and upright district collector nisheeth kumar (suniel shetty) steps in to take charge. koyelaanchal (coal belt of india) brings to light the

explosive story of the people who have kept our precious fuel station at ransom for centuries. koyelaanchal unveils itself through saryu bhan singh (vinod khanna),an ex-owner turned mafioso of the region, who through his sheer brutality &
blatant defiance of law of the land, forces the people & the authorities to acknowledge him as their maalik. any protest, any voice of dissent against him is dealt with spine chilling violence of epic proportions. 5ec8ef588b
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